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Modern drama in China is known as huaju or spoken drama, 

distinguishing it from the traditional song-dance theatre. It emerged 

in the 1910s, following the style of Western theatre and was 

considerably inluenced by students’ activities. 

Zhejiang University, a prestigious Chinese university with a history 
of over a century, started its drama activities as early as 1937. The 
Heibai Drama Society (‘heibai’ is the transliteration of the written 
Chinese characters ‘black/ white’) was founded in 1990 and has 
performed around ifty productions in various styles. The majority of 
the participants are students from different disciplines, sharing a great 

interest in theatre.

Our performance of The Orphan of Zhao aimed at drawing more 

students to the theatre, and helping them to obtain a deeper 

understanding of Chinese classic theatre on the stage. We have 
presented the play from the perspective of contemporary Chinese 
university students.

The drama focuses on portraying Cheng Ying, an ordinary man, as 
a righteous person who keeps his word. The production begins with 
the orphan’s coming-of-age ceremony, and then adopts lashback to 
recount the massacre and the salvation of the orphan. After learning 
the truth, the orphan is determined to seek revenge. However, 
his enemy is his foster father. He faces a dilemma: either commit 

patricide or become a traitor, turning a blind eye to the persecution of 

his family.

The stage design is simple: three red silk ribbons and four wood 
blocks make up our set. Nonetheless it embodies Chinese elements 

and oriental aesthetics.

-- Gui Ying (Director)
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Poster for the premiere 

of The Orphan of Zhao in 
2009.
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Having learnt his true life story, 
the orphan faces the dilemma: 

to kill his foster father or to 

avenge the Zhao clan. 
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When the Princess irst begs Cheng Ying to take her son out of the palace, Cheng 
kneels down to refuse the request.
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